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Introduction

Many studies have been conducted to estimate appliance end

use consumption. In particular, two recent reports provide a

comprehensive summary of forty-five conditional demand studies and

their associated estimates of appliance holdings and household

consumption. The first report is a 1984 EPRI report entitled

Survey of Conditional Energy Demand Models for Estimating Residual Unit Energy

Consumption Coefficients. The second report was completed this year by

EPRI .an~ is entitled Survey of Conditional Demand Estimates of Residential

Unit Energy Consumption. These surveys report estimates of end-use

consumption levels derived from 45 studies conducted across the

country. Two conditional demand studies from Florida utilities

will also be described here; a Florida Power & Light report

completed in June, 1986 and a Florida Power Corporation study

completed in March, 1988.

There are three basic methods available to derive unit energy

consumption (UEC's): load research metering, engineering

simulation, and conditional demand analysis. Load research

metering involves directly metering each appliance for which a UEC

estimate is desired. Engineering calculations use engineering

specifications, along with assumptions regarding the timing and

intensity of the utilization for each appliance. Conditional

demand analysis is the mUltivariate regression analysis of utility

billing records combined with customer survey data on residential

appliance saturations and household characteristics. Many recent

studies have focused on conditional demand analysis. However, some

studies utilize metering and engineering simulation, and the

results can be compared with the conditional demand analyses.
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Model specifications for Conditional Demand Analyses

An accompanying report entitled "Conditional Demand Models for

Electricity: Results from Florida - 1985" reviews two alternative

specifications used to estimate UEC's. The basic idea is that the

presence of a particular appliance or piece of equipment is

responsible for some specific amount of monthly electricity

consumption. A simple conditional demand analysis might assume

that utilization is solely a function of appliance ownership.

Thus, total KWH is determined by consumption via various

appliances:

(1) KWH = KWHTV + KWHDISHWASHER + KWHREFRIG + KWHPOOL + etc.

If there is adequate variability of appliance ownership across

resi~en~es~ then the presence of an appliance will affect total

KWH. Ownership of various appliance combinations allows a simple

model to be tested.

(2) KWH = Ao + a1TV + a2DISH + a3REFR + a4POOL + ...

+akSOCIOK

since the price of electricity and socioeconomic

characteristics of the household will also affect electricity

consumption, such variables can be incorporated into the model.

The most simple specification assumes an additive influence for

such variables. More complicated specifications let the ai

coefficients depend on these other variables. Thus, the

nonconstant utilization model includes income (INC), family size

(FAM), education (ED), marginal price (MP), temperature (TEMP) and

residence size (SIZE), among other variables:

(3) ai = biO + b i1INC + b i2FAM + bi3ED + b i4MP + biSTEMP

+ Bi6SIZE + Ui
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Results for both types of models are presented in the

accompanying report. Here, we turn to descriptions of the

appliances to illustrate problems in specifying and interpreting

UEC models.

Model Variables

SPACE HEATING

Space heating UEC's vary from region to region and across all

the study's conducted. The reasons for this are as follows:

a) Efficiency of the heating unit

b) Type of insulation

c) Thermostat settings as a function of economic and

demographic variables

d) Weather conditions, including heating degree days,

humidity, rainfall, wind, and sunlight

e) Type of system: Central system, radiant system, or heat

pump

The more detailed study can incorporate factors other than

square footage or household demographics, but specification

problems arise as additional factors are included.

Range of Estimates

Radiant systems have lower UEC values than central systems in

every study which UEC's were estimated. This is because radiant

heating systems have separate room controls and the systems can be

used on a localized basis. In addition, homes with radiant heating

systems are often smaller and these households tend to have less

income than households with central heating. Furthermore, "strip

heating" may be quite cost effective for homes in the south Florida

area in which extensive use is needed only a few days each year.
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Heat pumps are more efficient than conventional heating

systems, but are often associated with relatively heavy usage.

However, this may be because heat pumps tend to be used in larger

homes and in homes with severe winters. In addition, the lower

cost of heat pumps may encourage higher winter thermostat settings,

leading to higher UECs.

1988 stUdy

Estimates for conventional systems range from 61 KWH's per

month for FPL to 817 KWH's per month for Northwest Power Planning

(NPPC). Heat Pump KWH's range from 66 KWH's per month for FPL to

625 KWH's per month for NPPC. Radiant heating systems range from

27 KWH's per month for Texas-New Mexico Power (TNP) to 805 KWH's

per month for NPPC.

1984 stUdy

Electric heating ranges from 148 per KWH's per month (Barnes

Gillingham) to 1050 KWH's per month (Hartman & Werth). However,

these are two outliers. Removing these outliers results in a range

from 381 KWH's (Lawrence) to 663 KWH's (Archibald), an average of

541 KWH's per month.

Obviously, a large portion of these variances can be

attributed to regional price and weather differences. Regressions

of the estimates of single family dwellings to heating degree days

yielded an R squared measure of .70. Heat pump UEC' s could be

explained by heating degree days: a simple model yielded a R

squared of .76.

Problems

Heat pump saturations are very low in most areas. Thus, UEC

measures tend to have high standard errors. In addition, heat pump
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owners have larger homes and higher incomes, thus making direct

comparisons difficult. The Northwest has the highest KWH heating

usage because of the colder, damper weather and the relatively low

electricity prices.

AIR CONDITIONING

Air conditioning UEC's differ across all of the studies for

several reasons:

a) Efficiency of the cooling unit

b) Insulation and other weather related features

c) Thermostat settings with respect to economic and

.demographic variables

d) Cooling degree days, humidity, and sunlight

There are three types of cooling units: conventional, room

units, and heat pumps.

Range of Estimates

1988 study

A wide range of UEC's exist due to different weather

conditions across service areas. The southern service areas use an

estimated 275 KWH's per month for air conditioning. Single family

dwellings have slightly higher estimates. Aggregated central

cooling units (heat pump as well as conventional) range from under

23 KWH's per month for San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) to 366

KWH's per month for FPL.

Heat Pump UEC's range from 62 KWH's per month for Pacific Gas

& Electric (PG&E) to 350 KWH's per month for Tennessee Valley
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·Authority (TVA). All studies report somewhat higher UEC' s for heat

pumps than for conventional systems. However, heat pump

saturations are fairly low in all service areas, so wide confidence

intervals exist.

Room and wall units range from 19 KWH's per month (SDG&E) to

240 KWH's per month (Nevada Power Company).

1984 study

National estimates for central air conditioning range from 155

KWH's per month (Archibald, Finifter and Moody) to 360 KWH's per

month (Lawrence, MRI). Room air conditioning ranged from 22 KWH's

per month to 192 KWH's per month. Excluding the highest estimate,

which i.s an outlier, the average of the next four studies is

approximately 51 KWH's per month per unit. Archibald estimated 84

KWH's per month per household for central air conditioning.

Comments

Regressions of the estimates for single family UEC' s with

cooling degree days yields a R squared of .87. Regressions of the

estimates for all dwellings to cooling degree days yields a R

squared of .62, primarily because of several of extreme values.

The degree of unexplained variation for air conditioning is only

slightly greater than for space heating. The difference between

the unexplained variation for air conditioning and heating might

expect to be even greater because air conditioning is more

discretionary, price sensitive, and influenced by weather

conditions than heating. However, some studies combined heat pumps

with conventional central systems, possibly distorting some of the

results.
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WATER HEATING

Water heating can amount to a substantial portion of a

household's electricity consumption. Many factors determine the UEC

consumption of water heating:

a) The efficiency of the unit

b) Presence of a water heating blanket

c) Location of the water heating unit; heated versus non-

heated area

d) Economic and demographic characteristics of the household

e) Household size

f) Weather conditions

Household size is a very important variable in determining

water heating UEC's. A positive correlation exists between

household size and water heating use although it is less than

proportional to household size. Water heating UEC's can also be

sensitive to weather conditions. Groundwater temperatures also

may influence water heating UEC's, so ignoring weather conditions

may bias estimates of water heating UEC's downward.

The conditional studies differ according to the treatment of

hot water heating. Some studies include dishwasher and washing

machine hot water usage under hot water heating UEC's and estimate

only their the motor loads. Other studies isolate the water usage

from dishwashers and washing machines and present water consumption

as part of these appliances. Most of the studies estimate water

heating usage to use between 180-360 KWH's per month. These

figures include dishwasher and washing machine usage. However,

there is a large variance among the studies with a few large

outliers.
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DISHWASHER

The presence of a dishwasher has a subtle effect on water

heating. Theoretically, it may conserve water because it stores

dishes until a full load. However, higher water temperatures are

needed for dishwashers than for manual cleaning. Most studies find

net positive contributions to water heating UEC's, although on a

somewhat inconsistent basis.

Dishwasher UEC's tend to be biased upwards. Dishwashers tend

to be a proxy for many appliances found in upper-income homes.

Conditional studies for dishwashers range from 19 KWH's per month

(SDG&E) to 130 KWH's per month (TVA). However, the studies treat

dishwashers UEC's different with regards to hot water. Studies

estimating only motor loads are relatively consistent at about 21

KWH's per month.

WASHING MACHINE

Conditional demand estimates for washing machines are almost

always biased upwards. Engineering estimates range from 5 KWH's

to 8 Kwh's per month. Studies conducted from meter readings

(Lawrence) estimate washing machine usage to be at approximately

7 KWH's per month. The conditional demand studies estimate washing

machines to use between 45-85 KWH's per month. However, these

studies include hot water as well as washing machine motor loads

in their calculations.

REFRIGERATOR

The estimation of refrigerator UEC's is very difficult as a

result of the widespread ownership of the appliance. The

saturation levels for refrigerators is close to 100%. Thus, it is

important to distinguish between some aspects of refrigerator

ownership in order to properly estimate UEC.
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One alternative to distinguish refrigerator ownership is to

classify households by the number of refrigerators owned. This

will enable the study to sort out incremental energy consumption

resulting from second and third refrigerators. A second

alternative is to classify refrigerators according to size

categories, frost free features, designs, age, etc. Both

alternatives can be used with conditional demand studies.

Range of Estimates

In the 1984 study, the average UEC's for refrigerator usage

for the five econometric studies was 124 KWH's per month. For

frost free refrigerators, the monthly KWH usage was 155. The 1988

study estimated manual refrigerators UEC's between 65 and 110 KWH's

per mon~h and a frost free refrigerator to use an additional 50 to

70 KWH's per month.

The estimates for second refrigerator UEC's varies

significantly between the 1984 and 1988 studies. The 1984 study

estimates second refrigerators to use approximately 70 KWH's per

month. The 1988 study estimates second refrigerator usage of only

25-35 KWH's per month. Although the UEC's do vary between the two

studies, both studies indicate that there is lower consumption

levels for second and sUbsequent refrigerator usage than for

primary refrigerators.

Non-econometric studies estimate refrigerator usage to be

between 90 and 180 KWH's per month. These studies are relatively

consistent with conditional demand studies.
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FREEZER

Freezers, like refrigerators, have a relatively high

saturation rate for some geographical regions. Estimates from

meter readings of freezers average approximately 110 KWH's per

month for standard freezers to 150 KWH's per month for frost-free

freezers. The estimates from 9 engineering estimates range average

about 100 KWH's per month for standard freezers to 150 KWH's per

month for frost-free freezers. The conditional demand studies

indicate a wide range of UEC values for freezers. The 1984 studies

range from 23 KWH's per month (Henson) to 187 KWH's per month

(Hartman) with an average of 108 KWH's per month. The 1988 studies

indicate an average of 75-90 KWH's per month.

ELECTRIC COOKING

Electric cooking appliances include ranges, ovens, cooktops,

or a combination of the above. The UEC' s for electric cooking vary

considerably from study to study for several reasons. First,

households are often confused about the definition of various

cooking appliances and they frequently identify them improperly.

In addition, electric ranges tend to be owned by higher income

households and may act as proxies for other appliances. Finally,

household cooking habits differ from region to region; people in

moderate climates are more likely to eat out than people in cooler

climates. For example, estimated UEC' s for electric cooking

appliances in Florida are lower than national averages.

Range of Estimates

The 1984 study examined 7 national conditional demand studies.

The UEC's for electric cooking ranged from 37 to 64 KWH's per month

with an average of 52 KWH's per month. Seven Pacific coast UEC
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estimates range from 66 to 145 KWH's per month. The 1988 study of

electric cooking ranged from 26 to 148 KWH's per month for all

dwellings and from 28 to 178 KWH's per month for single family

dwellings. Engineering estimates range from 53 to 170 KWH's per

month.

CLOTHES DRYER

Clothes Dryers may act as proxies for a host of excluded

appliances. Dryers tend to be owned by higher income households,

which may also own PC's, VCR's, etc. Thus, the UEC' s may be

overestimated. The 13 conditional demand studies that estimated

clothes dryer UEC's range from 57 to 169 KWH's per month, with an

average of 83 KWH's per month. This wide variance exists for many

reasons. As mentioned earlier, dryers may act as a proxy for other

appliances used in higher income households. The variance may also

be attributed to different model specifications. In addition, the

studies found dryer usage to be higher in the west coast,

especially in the Pacific Northwest, due to lower energy prices and

humidity differences when compared to the rest of the nation.

MICROWAVE OVENS

Four conditional demand studies have focused on the UEC's of

microwave ovens. However, these studies have tended to over

estimate the UEC's of the appliance. This is because microwaves,

like clothes dryers, are generally owned by higher income

households and tend to act as proxies for many other appliances.

Engineering estimates average about 15 KWH's per month and George

(1979) and Lawrence & Robinson both estimated microwaves to use

about 20 KWH's per month. A reasonable upper-bound for microwaves

is 30 KWH's per month because most microwaves demand less than 1000

watts of power and are used less than one hour per day.
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TV ENERGY USE

Color TV's

The 1984 study estimated color television usage to be between

37 and 132- KWH's per month, an average of 65 KWH's per month.

However, the two highest estimates are outliers and removing them

results in an average of 50 KWH's per month. The 1988 study

estimates color television usage to be between 33 and 50 KWH's per

month. Both of these studies assume the total number of television

units present within a household. Engineering estimates range from

33 to 44 KWH's per month.

Black & White TV's

Black & white television usage is more difficult to estimate

than that for color TV. The 1988 study estimated black & white

television usage to be between 10 and 109 KWH's per month. This

wide variance can be attributed to several reasons. Black and

white TV's are secondary in most homes. However, many black and

white television sets are owned by poor families or retirees where

the television may be the primary source of recreation. In

addition B&W TV's have older technology (non-solid state tubes

which are less energy efficient).

OTHER VARIABLES

There is no published information available on the UEC's for

VCR's, PC's, and waterbeds. Despite this, these appliances are

known to act as proxies for other appliances because they are often

only found in higher income households. VCR'S and PC's may be

classified as miscellaneous appliances and waterbeds can be

classified separately from hot water or combined with hot water.
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Florida Studies

Florida Power & Light conducted an econometric analysis of a

1984 Home Energy Survey for which 7,059 questionnaires were

returned. Florida Power Corporation pUblished an energy guide in

March which estimates the typical energy use for heat and air

conditioning, hot water usage, and other household appliances. The

results of these studies are listed in exhibit 1. In addition to

these two studies, results of studies by Georgia Power and Gulf

Power are also listed in exhibit 1.

As expected, air conditioning usage is much higher in the

Florida service territory than the rest of the nation. FP&L

estimates air conditioning to use approximately 320 KWH's per month

for homes with central air conditioning. Florida Power's estimate

of ove~ 500 kwh's per month is based on a 1400 square foot home

and a family of four. Heating usage, like air conditioning usage,

is much different in Florida than the rest of the nation. FP&L

estimates just 62 KWH's per month for heating, which is the lowest

in the nation. Florida Power estimates 448 KWH's per month for

heating, which is a little high, but it reflects the household type

being used for its illustrative consumer. National studies

estimate electric heating to use an average of 550 KWH's per month

and Florida's climate is much warmer than the rest of the nation.

Thus, the 448 KWH figure does not represent the average Florida

Power customer.

Electric water heating usage varies considerably across the

nation. Florida is no different. FP&L and Florida Power have

estimates that fall within national ranges but Gulf Power's

estimate of 470 KWH's per month may be too high. FP&L, Florida

Power, and Gulf Power's estimates for refrigerator and freezer

usage all fall within the national averages with the exception of

Gulf Power's estimate for refrigerators. Gulf's estimate of 52

KWH's per month is lower than national averages and does not fall

within national ranges.
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Electric ranges tend to be used less in Florida than the rest

of the nation. This is because Floridians tend to eat out more and

cook out more often than other Americans, due to the warm climate.

The Florida Power estimate of 125 KWH's per month is more in line

with national estimates and FP&L's and Gulf Power's estimates are

less than national averages. Both Gulf Power and FP&L estimates

for microwave ovens are very close to national averages.

Estimates for washers and dryers are all within the range of

national estimates with the exception of Gulf Powers estimate of

only 9 KWH's per month for clothes washers. Estimates for

dishwashers are also in line with national estimates. In addition,

black and white and color television estimates for the Florida

utilities are also in line with national estimates. However,

FP&L's estimates are at the lower end of national estimates.

Conclusions

Closer examination of the EPRI and Florida studies would

reveal further insights into the determinants of household

electricity consumption. Because the two EPRI studies go into

great detail regarding different model specifications and

associated results, we do not report those results here. The

purpose of this survey has been to introduce the reader to the

basic UEC methodology, and to review some of the results for

particular appliances. Clearly, analysts must be careful when

interpreting empirical results in the area of electricity

consumption.
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Exhibit 1

END-USE CONSUMPTION FOR SELECTED
FLORIDA AND GEORGIA UTILITIES

SINGLE * ** ***
FAMILY FLORIDA GEORGIA GULF

FPL FPL POWER POWER POWER

AIR CONDITIONING 320 502
CENTRAL AIR 370 423 220

CEILING INSULATION -54
TIMER 22
ENERGY AUDIT 86

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER 182 202 106

ELECTRIC WATER HEATING 124 159 305 182 470
INSULATION BLANKET 48 60 9
TIMER -30
CLOTHES WASHER -46
DISHWASHER 80 36 39 30

ELECTRIC SPACE HEAT 62 49 448
HEAT PUMP 67 480
CEILING INSULATION -12
ENERGY AUDIT 10

REFRIGERATOR 128 127 179 63 52
REGULAR FREEZER 108 75 99
FROST-FREE FREEZER 158 160

ELECTRIC RANGE/COOKING 47 56 125 67 59
MICROWAVE OVEN 17 19

BLACK AND WHITE TV 15 16
COLOR TV 23 25 54 92 54

POOL RELATED EQUIPMENT 287
ELECTRIC DRYER 63 65 54 90
MISCELLANEOUS 178 36

* Based on estimates assuming a family of four with a 1400 square
foot home. Dishwasher and electric dryer figures do not include
water heating.

** Based on estimates assuming an 1800 square foot household with
2.75 residents and a $15,000 median household income.

*** Based on a family of four. Source: 1988 facts about Gulf Power
Company.
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APPLIANCE SHARE OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION

WAT E R HEAT I N G
17%

SPACE HEATI NG
25%

REF RI GERATI ON
10%

AIR CONDITIONING
28%

~~~~ DISHWASHER
2%

COOKING
7%

OTHER
8%

COLOR TV
3%



APPLIANCE SHARE OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT

WAT E R HEAT I N G
10 ~""'--""'--~~.A'

SPACE HEATINGal!III5,1 21:::

REFRIGERATION
15,4

COLOR TV
2,1

DISHWASHER
5,1

COOKING
4,6

AIR CONDITIONING
29,4

OTHER
28,3


